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a b s t r a c t

Memorialising lives, deaths and events in landscapes can be authorised, official and highly regulated, or
spontaneous, unsanctioned and anti-authoritarian. Interpreting and connecting two sites spanning the Pa-
cific Ocean, this paper explores the inscribed and affective landscapes of Angel Island, San Francisco, and
North Head, Sydney. Both sites encompass multivalent histories of defence, quarantine, immigration and
leisure. Both also host a continuum of mark-making practices, from informal graffiti to monuments aspiring
to direct national narratives. Elaborating the rich and complex layering of histories at each site, we trace the
semiotic and emotive circuits marked by their endorsed and vernacular inscriptions. In particular, we
question thework donewhen individual or even surreptitious texts are appropriatede ormarketedewithin
formal narratives of inclusiveness, reverence and homogeneous nationalism.Drawingupon scholarship from
archaeology, history, geography and heritage studies, this analysis argues that formalised commemoration
never escapes the potential for counter-readings e that authority and authorship never entirely coincide.

Crown Copyright © 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

The historical geography of memorialising and commemoration
operates across a continuum, from highly orchestrated state endeav-
ours to intensely private individualmark-making practices. At one end
lie military and Holocaust memorials, at the other end quotidian
graffiti.1 Somewhere in between reside monuments to the dead:
cemeteries, headstones and plaques that have their own complex
histories and practices of formal design and semiotic arrangement.2

The memorialising of lives, deaths and events in landscapes can be
authorised, official andhighly regulated, or spontaneous, unauthorised

and even anti-authoritarian. Much memorialising, nevertheless,
combines public display with an ambition toward interior reflection,
aiming for e and often achieving e an affective response.3

In recent years, geographers have joined tourism and heritage
scholars in turning away from interrogating formal, sanctioned
monuments in favour of vernacular practices and the memory work
they perform. Such studies encompass nominally ‘incidental’ graffiti,
ephemeral shrines, the deviation of docents from history-tour scripts
and the individuated expectations that consumers place upone and
perform at e heritage sites.4 Operating against or beyond authorised
arenas of memory, such interventions may contribute to an anti-
thetical accretion of symbols within memorial landscapes.
Conversely, they may project territorial claims of cultural or racial
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‘heritage’ onto otherwise unremarkable streets, neighbourhoods or
villages.5 GeographerHamzahMuzaini has powerfully demonstrated
how individuals and cultural groups may seek to maintain their
ontological security precisely via non-engagement with formal me-
morials, through productive acts of forgetting or by dispersing their
past into personal memories, family stories and domestic artefacts.6

Whether pursued for counter-hegemonic or consumerist ends,
this democratisation represents a historical re-scaling of the poli-
tics of memorialising practices.7 As Reuben Rose-Redwood and
Laurajane Smith remind us, attending to these intimate and highly
localised interventions can be revealing of the emotional micro-
economics of investing memory in public places and traces.8 Such
encounters can be heightened, as Karen Till's work has shown, at
historically ‘wounded’ sites, ‘haunted locales through which
unfolding and intersecting social and personal histories resonate
across space and time’.9 Indeed, this paper is animated by the
dialectic between the creation and consumption of ‘heritage’ at two
sites where official commemoration and individualised mark-
making come together in highly dense assemblages.

Angel Island in San Francisco and North Head in Sydney are two
coastal sites e respectively insular and peninsular e on either side
of the Pacific Ocean. As entry points to continental territories and
(therefore) to national histories, they have comparable pasts as
quarantine stations, places of immigration detention and of mili-
tary defence. Angel Island and North Head also share comparable
presents as sites of heritage tourism, whose public draw and af-
fective impact rests in part on their stunning landscapes proximate
to major cities. A further appeal, however, lies in their dark pasts,
which are actively commemorated by the authorities responsible
for their twenty-first century management. While there have been
numerous studies that address the rich and connected quarantine-
military-immigration-leisure use of these particular coastal sites,
none compare and link these two Pacific landscapes.10

Historically, it has been commonplace to observe geographic
overlays of military defence, protection against infectious diseases
configured as invasive, and immigration configured as a threat-
ening contamination. The structures, processes and purposes of
health, immigration and defence have coincided at sites along
almost any border one cares to examine, whether terrestrial (for
example, theMexico-US border) or maritime (for example, Victoria,
British Columbia or Robben Island, South Africa).11 Owing to their
multivalent pasts, Angel Island and North Head likewise occupy
complex and competing locations in the spectrum of ‘dark tourism’

sites. Functioning simultaneously as places of civil imprisonment,
military defence and ‘benevolent internment’, both their product
offering and visitor expectations slide across a range of dark heri-
tage typologies, amongst more quotidian leisure activities.12

Here we are less concerned with the intertwined past uses of
these places of complex isolation and segregation, andmorewith the
interwovenpractices ofmark-making and commemoration that they
have elicited. Angel Island and North Head are both populated with
extensive assemblages of informal and personal inscriptions, paint-
ings, carvings and graffiti that have themselves come to form part of
the heritage and historical pedagogy of national remembering. From
graffiti to sanctioned inscriptions, headstones towarmemorials, they
prove concentrated spaces of formal and informal, authorised and
unauthorisedmark-making; landscapes of affective commemoration.

Conceptualising these markers as ‘materialized discourses
emplaced in the landscape’ is critical to interpreting their historical
dynamics of meaning.13 As Laura McAtackney has argued of polit-
ical murals in Northern Ireland, ‘the walls on which murals are
placed often dictate the nature of their subject matter and the
timescales onwhich theywill be allowed to survive’.14 If thosewalls
themselves both restrict and define the communities they enclose,
they also provide a forum for the endless dialogue between shifting
patterns of murals and graffiti.

In this sense, we interpret the memorial landscapes of North
Head and Angel Island not simply as assemblages of texts or layered
narratives, but as strategically sited arenas which ‘seek to influence
collective decisions or policies, justify their claims to the past, and
entice others to participate in the debate’.15 In effect, they comprise
a community of inscriptions e emerging, conversing, shaping each
other's position and meaning, fading from visibility or importance,
and occasionally resurrected from obscurity. The inscriptions like-
wise participate in a politics of scale: if each carved line or whorl
reminds us of the intimate efforts of its creator, their messages
evoke the names of individuals, ships and nations, gesturing all at
once to intensely local affiliations and global mobilities.16 Thus to
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